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Abstract 
Multi-clutch transmissions usually use a three-segment buffer characteristic curve to shift control, which has a 
good controlling effect when the clutch runs in a good condition. But when the clutch has problems, it may lead to a 
worse effect. This paper begins with the process of combination when the clutch failure happens, and proposes a 
GMDH forecast method on the basis of the morbidity index, which considers the predictive morbidity index as the 
basis of the next shifting characteristic curve, thus reducing the working strength when the clutch is in trouble, and 
extending the working life of the clutch. 
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1. Propose the problems 
Clutch is the key part of the transmissions. The transmission and interrupt of the power can be 
controlled by clutch combination and separation. The high-power transmissions usually use the structural 
form of multi-clutch to achieve various gears. The typical form is shown in Figure 1. This form of 
transmission achieves six gears (4 front gears and 1 reverse gear) through making different clutches work 
separately. Its gear logic is shown in Table 1. In order to reduce the impact in the process of shift and 
improve the ride while shifting, buffer controlling is necessary in shift. Actually, as the so-called buffer 
controlling is to control the combining process of the clutch, making the active and passive sides to 
synchronize gradually. As various transmissions have a fixed gear transmission ratio, in the beginning of 
the shift, the rotational speed discrepancy must be generated in the active and passive sides of the clutch. 
The discrepancy need be eliminated by the sliding friction of the active and positive sides. If the process 
competes too fast, the impact of shift is large, and the ride is poor; if the process too slow, the friction-
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work is large, and the dynamic property decreases. Now the common shift controlling method is to 
control the combining process of the clutch through the oil pressure, ensuring at least one clutch’s 
combining process is under control when the gear is shifted every time[1]. The pressure controlling curve 
in a typical shifting process is shown in Figure 2 (a-b-c-d segments), which can be divided into three 
stages.
Figure 1 Transmission Structure Diagram 
Table 1 Gear Logic Diagram 
clutch       C1              C2              CL              CH              CR 
1 gear      ●                                   ●
2 gear      ●                                                      ●
3 gear                         ●                 ●
4 gear                         ●                                   ●
N gear 
R gear     ●                                                                           ●
Figure 2 Buffer Curve 
(1)The rapid oil charge stage (a-b segment). This stage is used to eliminate the clutch’s oil gaps and the 
oil duct space, thus requiring a low oil charge pressure but a rapid speed. 
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(2) Buffering and pressure increasing stage (b-c segment). This stage is used to reduce the speed 
discrepancy of the active and passive sides of the clutch; therefore, in order to decrease the impact of 
shifting gear, the increasing pressure requires a smaller slope. 
(3) Pressure boosting stage (c-d segment). At the end of the stage(2), the active and passive sides have 
been basically synchronous, so this stage is used to increase the pressure rapidly, in order to make the 
clutch friction plate close integration, and finish the oil charge process. 
Through a certain optimization, the suffer controlling method of the three stages can control the gear 
shifting process effectively, which means it can both meet the ride of the vehicle without obvious power 
interruption, and ensures the clutch’s working life, which has a strong practical value. However, the basis 
of this control is that every participating clutch is in a good working condition. If one clutch has problems 
in its working condition, is it proper to continue using the three-segment pressure curve to buffer control? 
The incomplete separation of the friction plate is the main failure mode of the clutch, which will cause 
that, when the clutch is in a separated condition, the active and passive sides have certain degree of 
contact and sliding friction. This will cause the transmission of a certain torque of the clutch in the initial 
moment of the gear shifting. If the three-segment oil charge curve is still used in the shift, the controlling 
curve is changed. As shown in Table 2 (e-f-c-d segment). This is equivalent to that the active and passive 
sides of the clutch combine in a high initial pressure, which increases the impact of the gear shifting and 
the sliding friction time, producing more friction-work. It is easy to overheat the clutch, accelerating the 
deterioration of the clutch’s working condition.  
Usually, due to manufacturing and assembling reasons, most clutches have the phenomenon of 
incomplete separation to varying degrees[2]. To a less degree, it will not affect the use; only to a serious 
degree, it will cause serious damages. However, the experiment shows that the incomplete separation of 
the clutch is a slowly changing process. If parameters which reflect this process of change can be 
acquired, and some buffer control can be done according to these parameters to improve the operating 
environment, the working life of the clutch can be extended significantly. 
2. Acquire the clutch’s operating parameters 
When the clutch is incompletely separated, the irregular transient collision will happen in the 
active and passive sides, which can be found through the STFT analysis of the vibration signal. Figure 3 
shows the STFT spectrum of a certain incomplete separated clutch in the transmission’s gear shifting 
process. Before shifting, this clutch is in a combined condition, but it turns to a separated condition after 
shifting. From the comparison of the distribution of the high-frequency before and after shifting, we can 
find that before shifting, the clutch is in a combining condition, there is no relative speed discrepancy 
between the active and passive sides, and the high-frequency components are fewer; after shifting, the 
clutch is in a separated condition, but due to the incomplete separation, the transient collision happens 
between the active and passive sides, leading to more high-frequency components[3][4]. This collision 
energy is weak, so in order to extract this weak collision, a wavelet approach which set a specific signal to 
zero is used. The specific process is as follows. 
(1) Set 1t as the starting point as the moment that the gear shifting command is given, collecting 
the vibration signal  )(1 ts in 2 seconds  after the gear shifting; 
(2) Setting the data which is more than 3 to 5 times of the standard deviation to zero, and forming 
a new signal )(2 ts ;
(3)Using the three-layer dB5 wavelet decomposition to the )(2 ts , and outputting the 1d  layer 
data; 
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(4) Setting the threshold, and calculating the number dN  which is bigger than the threshold 
spectral line 1d .
In this paper, dN   is called as the morbidity index of the clutch in separated condition. The bigger the 
morbidity index is, the more serious the degree of the incomplete separation is. 
Figure 3 STFT Spectrogram of the Incomplete Separated Clutch 
Figure 4   1d  and 2d  Layer Data after the Wavelet Transform 
The gear shifting process of the transmission has a distinct non-linear characteristic. dN can just 
reflect the degree of the incomplete separated clutch, but it cannot reflect its changing trends. Especially, 
it is easy to misjudge a large initial value with a low rate of change or a low initial value with a high rate 
of change and so on. Therefore, a more meaningful way is to forecast this index through the statistical 
model of the historical data of the clutch’s morbidity index, so eliminate the impacts of various 
interferences.  
Obviously, with the increased ill-conditioned degree, the transmission agent has a significant time-
varying characteristic, which is a time-varying parameter system[5][6]. If the traditional method is still used 
to forecast the index, it is prone to have certain errors. Considering the time-varying characteristic of the 
transmission agent, in this paper, the GMDH method is used to forecast the morbidity index. The GMDH 
method can analyze the time-varying non-linear system effectively, and build the model actively on the 
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basis of the original information of the input and output variables, which is an “active” method of 
modelling. The GMDH method’s specific procedure is as follows. 
(1)Testing a certain clutch’s dN  value  , in its n times’ shifting process; 
(2)Taking the embedding dimension as d, and refactoring the data sequence diN  in the phase 
space, as shown in Table 2 
Table 2 The Structure Chart of the Phase Space Reconstitution 
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In table 2, A is the training proof, B is the test matrix, a is the output of the system, b is the input 
of the system. 
(3)In the b matrix, using regression binary quadratic equation to each ,  and the output 
variable y, the regression equation is as follows. 
                                                      (1)
Get a new matrix, as shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 The Refactoring Matrix 
…
…
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In table 3, ; . 
(4) Optimizing the new matrix, getting rid of the line of  , L is the empirical data. 
              
(2)
Recording the minimum of  is , the new matrix is formed by the line of  . 
(5) Repeating the above steps of (3), (4), and continuing until  increases. On the basis of 
the new matrix, the prediction is as follows. 
                                                              (3)
The result of the prediction and the comparison of the test results are shown in Table 4. The data 
shows that the GMDH method can forecast effectively the clutch’s morbidity index. 
Table 4 The Comparison of the Predicted Values 
morbidity index dN
1 2 3 4 
test results 
87 91 97 99 
result of the prediction 
83.4 89.1 91.2 108.3 
errors% 
embedding 
dimension d=3
0.031 0.021 0.061 0.094 
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3. The shift control method on the basis of the morbidity index GMDH prediction 
Through the GMDH analysis of the morbidity index, the working condition of the clutch in the next 
gear shifting moment can be predicted. If the morbidity index appears a bigger change or exceeds the 
allowable limits, the three-segment buffer oil pressure characteristic curve should be adjusted to improve 
the clutch’s working conditions. In paper [7], it points out that, for the same shift time, the high initial 
shifting pressure produces less sliding friction power. In order to improve the working condition of the ill-
conditioned clutch, this paper puts forward the shifting control method which can adjust the initial oil 
pressure and the oil charge slope according to the morbidity index, as shown in Figure 2 the curve of e-g-
h-d segments. Increasing the gear shifting initial oil pressure (the pressure value at e point) allows the 
clutch to pass the improper stage caused by the incomplete separation as soon as possible, in order to 
ensure the clutch’s buffer under control with a smaller boost slope (e-g segment). Although a higher gear 
shifting initial pressure can increase the shifting impact, its effect is limited and can be neglected in 
comparison with the benefits brought by decreasing the sliding friction power.  
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, the gear shifting control method based on the morbidity index GMDH prediction aims at 
improving the working environment of the ill-conditioned clutch, acquires the morbidity index through 
vibration analysis method, uses the GHDM method to forecast the index, and adjusts the gear shifting 
curve at the next shifting time according to the predicted values. By adopting this method, real-time data 
processing can be done online, which has a strong practical value. It can reduce the thermal load produced 
in the ill-conditioned clutch’s gear shifting process, and improve the clutch’s shifting working 
environment, significantly extend the clutch’s working life. 
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